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Theory: ground state properties and the 
limits of the region of superheavy elements. 

1.  Stabilization mechanism  
2.  Shell structure, spherical and deformed shell gaps,  

density profiles 
3. Evolution of shapes and fission barriers as a function  

of Z and A 



 
2. Stabilization mechanisms 

  



Physics of superheavy nuclei 

Stability of superheavy nuclei 
is determined exclusively by 

    quantum (shell) effects 

Liquid-drop fission barrier vanishes 

Macroscopic + microscopic approach 
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1. Shell structure, spherical and deformed 

shell gaps,  
   density profiles 

  



CDFT 

SEDF 

MM 

   Self-consistent theories give the 
largest variations in the predictions  
              of magic gaps 
   at Z=120, 126 and 172, 184  



Dependence of proton Z=120  and neutron N=172 gaps  
on CDFT parametrization 



How magic are “magic” shell gaps? 

Calculated spherical Z=120 gap versus experimental deformed Z=100 gap 

Similar relation for neutron spherical N=172 and deformed N=152 gap 

It might be that the effect of spherical shell gaps in superheavy nuclei is only 30-40%  
more pronounced than the effect of deformed gaps in the A~250 region 



M.Bender, W.Nazarewicz, 
 P.-G.Reinhard, 

PLB 515, 42 (2001) 

Shell correction energy: difference between tin and  SHE regions 



 
 What are the possible sources of 
different centers of the islands of 

SHE? 
-  self-consistency effects [density 

profiles]  
may explains mic+mac vs DFT 

-  spin-orbit splittings  
may explain CDFT versus Skyrme DFT 

  



Densities of superheavy nuclei: spherical RMF calculations with the NL3 force 
 

The clustering of single-particle states into the groups of  
high- and low-j subshells is at the origin of the central  

depression in the nuclear density 
distribution in spherical superheavy nuclei. 

This clustering exists in any type of potential (Nilsson, Woods-Saxon, 
Folded Yukawa) or potential created by DFT 

(covariant DFT, non-relativistic Skyrme or Gogny DFT) 



densities 

    Impact of particle-hole 
 excitations on the densities 
and potentials (nucleonic, 
           spin-orbit) 

  General conclusion (tested 
    on large # of particle-hole 
 excitations in different nuclei): 

1.  Large density depression  
   in the central part of nucleus: 
    shell gaps at Z=120,  
                          N=172 

2. Flat density distribution 
  in the central part of nucleus: 
          Z=126 appears,  
    N=184 becomes larger  
            and Z=120 
        (N=172) shrink 

densities 

potentials 

AA and S.Frauendorf,  
PRC 71, 024308 (2005) 



           RMF 
double shell closure  
   at Z=120,N=172 

Skyrme SkP [m*/m=1] 
  double shell closure 
    at Z=126, N=184 

       (SkM*, ???? 

Skyrme SkI3 [m*/m=0.57] 
  gaps at Z=120, N=184 
  no double shell closure, 
              SLy6 

      Gogny D1S 
  Z=120, N=172(?) 
    Z=126, N=184 
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Which role effective mass plays??? 

RHB: Densities in paired and unpaired  
calculations are almost the same 



Semiclassical result: 
 

1.  m*/m ~ 1 at the surface; <1 in the interior 
 

2. Classically, nucleons with given kinetic energy 
are more likely to be found in regions with high 
effective mass than in the regions with low one 

because they travel with lower speed. 
 

3. The increase of the effective mass in the 
surface region favors the transfer of mass from 

the center there. 
 



Spin-orbit splitting Spin – orbit interaction – fully relativistic phenomenon 

Mean field level; 
M.Bender et al, PRC 60 (1999) 034304 

RMF 

Skyrme 

The absolute deviations per doublet are 
0.34 MeV [0.50 MeV], 0.23 MeV [0.56 
MeV] and 0.26 MeV [0.45 MeV] in the 

mean field (“def+TO”) [particle-
vibration coupling (“def+TO+PVC”)] 

calculations in 56Ni, 132Sn and 208Pb, 
respectively. 

 PVC; E.V. Litvinova and AA, PRC 84, 014305 (2011) 



Particle-vibrational corrections to single-particle spectra   
of superheavy  elements. 

  Even in the presence of particle-vibration coupling the Z=120 shell gap   
   still persist,  the N=172 shell gap is smaller and thus somewhat more 

questionable. 
 E. Litvinova, AA,  PRC 84, 014305 (2011) 



particle-vibration coupling 
+ TO, TE polarization effects  

E. Litvinova, AA,  PRC 84, 014305 (2011) 



Systematic Hartree–Fock+BCS calculations of deformed nuclei with SIII, SkM* 
and SLy5 Skyrme forces and FRDM calculations employing phenomenological 

folded-Yukawa potential[L. Bonneau et al, PRC 76 (2007) 024320] 

Accuracy of the description of the ground states in odd-mass deformed nuclei 
in different approaches 

CDFT  
AA and S.Shawaqfeh,  
PLB 706 (2011) 177 



 
3. Evolution of shapes and fission barriers  

as a function of Z and A.  
  



The evolution of shapes of the ground states of  SHE 

Woods-Saxon potential, 
M. Kowal, P. Jachimowicz, J. Skalski, 

At.Data Nucl. Data Tables, subm. 

Gogny D1S 
M. Warda, J.L. Egido, 

PRC, in press 



1. NF=20 and NB=20 
2. Ecut-off =120 MeV, monopole pairing 

3. Q20 , Q22 constraints 

RMF(NL3*)+BCS 

o10≈γ



 Mac+mic, LSD model 
   A.Dobrowolski et al, 

 PRC 75, 024613 (2007) 

Mac+mic, FRDM model 
P. Moller et al, 

PRC 79, 064304 (2009) 

Gogny DFT, 
J.-P. Delaroche et al, 
NPA 771, 103 (2006). 

CDFT : actinides H. Abusara, AA and P. Ring, PRC 82, 044303 (2010) 
         superheavies: H. Abusara, AA and P. Ring, PRC 85, 024314 (2012) 

   Fission barriers: theory versus experiment [state-of-the-art] 



UNEDF1 functional: focus on heavy nuclei and fission 

Comparison with RIPL-3 (IAEA) 
data: 



   Fission barriers: theory versus  
experiment [state-of-the-art] 

1.  The accuracy of the description of inner fission barrier heights is not  
very sensitive to the accuracy of the description of single-particle  

energies and the effective mass of nucleon. 

2. Among the DFT models which provide a reasonable description of the  
fission barrier heights, CDFT is the only one which does not fit the  

parameters to the inner fission barriers of actinides or their 
fission isomers. 



   Fission barriers: how accurate are experimental 
evaluations? 

MM-1, MM-2 



  Dependence of the fission barrier 
 height on the cut-off energy Ecut-off 

force−δ

      includes high momenta and 
leads to a ultra-violet divergence 

defined in ND-minimum 

offcutE −
   to avoid  

divergencies 

  Gogny force has finite range, 
which automatically guarantees 
a proper cut-off in momentum 

                  space 

S.Karatzikos et al, PLB 689, 72 (2010) 



Triaxiality of fission  
barriers: 
the origin 

240Pu 

292120 





Inner fission barrier heights 

Deformation of ground state 

NL3* force 

M. Kowal et al, 
PRC 82, 014303 (2010) 

 

Inner fission barrier height  
according to different models 





Conclusions: 
1.  At present stage, neither of the possibilities for gap combinations: 

Z=114, N=184 (mic+mac) 
 Z=120,  N=172 (CDFT) 
Z=126, N=184 (Skyrme) 

can  be  ruled  out  based on available experimental data 
or  theoretical  arguments. 

2. The accuracy of the description of fission barriers in DFT approaches  
has reached the one of mic+mac approaches. However, this does not mean 

that the predictions for fission barriers in superheavy nuclei converge: 
the differences between the different classes of the models or  even 

within one class of models [dependence on the parametrization] still exists.   





S˜ao Paulo potential as a tool for 
calculating S factors of fusion 

reactions in dense stellar matter 
L. R. Gasques, AA et al, PRC 76, 

045802 (2007). 



‘g-s’ – ground state configuration 
‘exc-s’ – excited state configuration 

Occupied state 

Unoccupied state 

π = + 
π = - 

particle-hole excitation 
leading to flatter neutron 
    and proton density  
        distribution 

Spherical RMF calculations with NL3 forces 

3p1/2 126 

  

Self-consistency effects 
   related to density  
  redistribution define 
    the shell structure: 
Z=114 shell gap can  
         be excluded 

3d5/2 

AA and S.Frauendorf, PRC 71, 024308 (2005) 



Accuracy of the description of the  
energies of deformed one-quasiparticle 
states in actinides in RHB calculations: 
correction for low Lorentz effective 

mass 

1.  75-80% of the states are described with an accuracy of phenomenological  
                                 (Nilsson, Woods-Saxon) models 

2.  The remaining differences are due to incorrect relative energies of  
                                        the single-particle states 

Energy scale is 
corrected for low 

effective mass 



Triaxiality and gamma-softness of the ground states of  SHE 

S. Cwiok, P.-H. Heenen, 
W. Nazarewicz, 

Nature 433, 705 (2005) 



Dependence of neutron N=172 and 184 gaps on CDFT  
parametrization and neutron number 



Dependence of proton Z=120 gap on CDFT parametrization 
and neutron number 



)Mr/()( 22 21+

Lesson from quantum mechanics: 
    spherical harmonic oscillator 

A 

B 

A: the radial wave function 
B: effective radial potential, i.e. with the centrifugal term 

)(R ρ

added. 



     corrected by the empirical shifts obtained in the detailed study of quasiparticle  
spectra in odd-mass nuclei of the deformed A~250 mass region (PRC 67 (2003) 024309) 

Self-consistent 
    solution 

CDFT analysis of single-particle energies in spherical Z=120, N=172 nucleus 

172 
172 


